2014 FRESNO STATE FOOTBALL PARKING MAP

PASS REQUIRED
- LEXUS BLUE LOT – Campus P26
- SILVER LOT
- RED LOT
- CLAWSON HONDA/MOTOR SPORTS LOT
- GREY LOT
- ORANGE LOT
- PURPLE LOT – Campus P16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23 and 24
- BROWN LOT – O’Neill Park
- PUBLIC PARKING GREEN LOT – Campus P1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 30, 31
- NO FOOTBALL PARKING
- Savemart Center and YELLOW LOT
- LIMO AND BUS PARKING in Campus Lot P11
- GAME DAY BUS STOP ▶
- BUS ROUTE DIRECTION
- TRAFFIC FLOW DIRECTION

GENERAL PARKING INFORMATION: BLUE, RED, WHITE, YELLOW AND PURPLE Parking Lots are sold on a Season Pass basis ONLY to those who own a Ten-Year PSL or have a BDF Pledge Level which includes Football tickets. All other ticket holders (Season or single-game) may park in lots designated for Public Parking.

HANDICAPPED PARKING: Those who have a handicapped parking placard and State issued permit may park in the BLUE Lot on the South end of the Stadium. You may pay a parking fee or present your assigned parking pass for access to the Handicapped Parking Area. Please be aware that all stalls marked as “HANDICAPPED” will be strictly enforced.

TRAFFIC FLOW: No vehicular traffic will be permitted to enter the Campus from Barstow and Cedar Ave. junction. ALL EAST BOUND traffic will be STOPPED at the CEDAR intersection. Vehicles with PURPLE, BROWN or GREY lot passes – Must enter the campus on Barstow off Chestnut or Willow Ave’s. At the Maple/Barstow intersection ALL vehicles will be checked for PURPLE / GREY parking passes and only vehicles with those passes will be permitted beyond this checkpoint.

PICNIC SPACES: Are available on a single game basis in the GREY Lot (East of Bulldog Diamond) and BROWN Lot (O’Neill Park). Call 278.DOGS (3647) for more information.